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General Asymptotic Formulation for the Bifurcation Problem
of Thin Walled Structures in Contact with Rigid Surfaces

Youngjoo Kwon * and
(Hongik University)

N. Triantafyllidis
(The University of Michigan, USA)

The bifurcation problem of thin walled structures in contact with rigid surfaces is formulated
by adopting the multiple scales asymptotic technique. The general theory developed in this
paper is very useful for the bifurcation analysis of waviness instabilities in the sheet metal
forming. The formulation is presented in a full Lagrangian formulation. Through this general
formulation, the bifurcation functional is derived within an error of 0 (E4) (E: shell's thickness
parameter). This functional can be used in numerical solutions to sheet metal forming instability
problem.
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1. Introduction and Motivation

The present work is motivated by the desire to
provide a consistent and general method for
modelling bifurcation instabilities in thin walled
structures, especially the case of shells in contact
with a rigid punch and constitutes in essence the
extended work of an earlier study by Triantafyl
lidis and Kwon (1987) and Kwon (1992) .

Besides the theoretical importance of the afore
mentioned task there are some significant practi
cal aspects to it as well. More specifically of
particular concern to this work is the modelling
of surface waviness instabilities associated with
sheet metal forming problems (Kim et al., 1999).
These type instabilities (due to the presence of
longitudinal compressive stresses in parts of the
sheet) depend strongly on the sheet's geometry
and boundary conditions and cannot be modelled
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using simple local (Forming Limit Diagram
type) criteria. The only way to solve these prob
lems was by employing the classical approach
developed essentially by Koiter (1945) and which
is based on the use of the two dimensional non
linear shell theory.

When this classical approach is employed, for
instabilities deep in the plastic range, the results
depend strongly on the nonlinear shell theory
used. In addition, the numerical (usually finite
element) membrane theory codes that have been
developed for the modelling of localization type
instabilities of the sheet are completely useless for
they lack bending stiffness, the essential mecha
nism for the generation of the surface type insta
bilities in question.

It is the purpose of this investigation to propose
a consistent as well as general alternative method
for the calculation of critical loads and eigen
modes in a shell buckling problem in a unique
way, once the shell's geometry and constitutive
equations have been determined. The proposed
general method also provides the critical loads
and eigenmodes as a function of the shell's thick
ness to any desired degree of accuracy, informa
tion which is impossible to obtain using the
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Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of thin walled shell structure in contact with rigid surface and sign
conventions(the shadow surface S denotes the middle surface of the shell structure, and M
denotes the material point)
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aforedescribed two dimensional nonlinear shell
theory approach.

In place of the classical method, in which a two
dimensional nonlinear shell theory (derived from
the three dimensional governing equations of the
solid) is linearized about the critical load, the
present approach departs from the bifurcation
instability equations of the three dimensional
shell like solid (which have been obtained by
linearization about the critical load of the same
three dimensional governing equations for the
nonlinear soli~ ,in question) and subsequently
takes the limit as the shell thickness tends to zero,
following a multiple scales asymptotic technique
in the spirit of the approach introduced by Des
tuynder(1980) for the derivation of linearly elas
tic shell theories. This novel method together with
an analytically tractable application has first been
presented by Triantafyllidis and Kwon ( 1987).
Here the proposed methodology is generalized in
order to provide the asymptotic expansions for
the critical load and mode for a shell like solid
with arbitrary middle surface geometry, and valid
for a wide variety of constitutive laws (any rate

independent material is encompassed by the anal
ysis). A full Lagrangian formulation for the
determination of the minimum value of the solid'
s bifurcation functional is given and an explana
tion of the usefulness of these results for numeri
cal computations in the stability of sheet metal
forming problems is also provided.

The presentation is concluded with some com
ments on the significance of the presented results
as well as a discussion for further work in this
direction.

2. Kinematical and Constitutive Pre
liminaries; Three Dimensional Formu

lation of the Bifurcation Problem

Consider a shell-like solid which in its refer
ence configuration occupies a volume V with the

boundary av = av+ uaVn U aV_ as depicted in
Fig. I, where av+' aVno aV_ are the top, lateral
and bottom surfaces of the solid respectively. For
convenience. the following parametrization for
the solid is adopted. Let R (e a) be the position
vector of an arbitrary point on the reference
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configuration's middle surface (denoted by S).
Then the position vector p (a') of an arbitrary
material point M of the shell is given by

p(a') =R(aa) +03N(oa), -ns.een (I)

where N (oa) is the unit outward normal vector
to S at R (oa) and e3 the distance of point M
from the shell's middle surface S. In addition, 2H
denotes the thickness of the shell at position R.

Under the action of a monotonically increasing
load ;\, a material point with coordinates ei

displaces by u (e') and has a current position
vector p (e') with

(2)

The covariant basis vectors G, in the reference
and s. in the current configuration respectively
are found in terms of the corresponding position
vectors as

the shell's reference middle surface. It is interest
ing to note that in Eq. (7) the symbols TA are
nothing else but the three dimensional Christof
fels of the second kind evaluated at e3 = 0. For the
description of a completely general shell geome
try, the outward normals to the top and bottom
surface of the shell N+ and N- respectively are
also needed. From their definitions

N+=( ap(oa, H) X ap(ea, H) )/
ae l ae 2

II ap(ea, H) X ap(ea, H) II (8)
ae l aa2

N-=( ap(Ba, - H) X rJp(ea, - H) )/
ae l ae 2

Il ap (e a, -H) X ap(aa, -H) II
ae l ae 2

and with the help of Eq. (I) and Eq. (5), one
obtains

and they are related to each other by the follow
ing relation

where a vertical stroke followed by an index
denotes covariant differentiation with respect to
the corresponding coordinate in the reference
configuration.

At this point, the relations between the refer
ence covariant basis G. and the reference midsur
face covariant basis Ai will be introduced. The
midsurface basis Ai is defined by

aRA a = ae a = o,(81, 02
, 0), A 3 = N (5)

and hence from Eq. (3) using also Eq. (I) and
Eq. (5) one obtains

Gi=M{Aj ; M:=a:-83B:' M~=M:=O,Mi=l (6)

where B: is the curvature tensor for the reference
middle surface. Also of interest are the expres
sions for the derivatives of Ai with respect to ej

which are found to be

rJA i - 7,ii A . 7,T - T'T 7,T -B TP - Ba(7)aei - k k t aP-l alb as>: ap, 3a-- P

with all other components of T.;~ being zero. In
Eq. (7) rJp and B: are respectively the Christoffel
symbols (Kwon, 1992) and curvature tensor of

N+=Nt o, Nt=(-a~-H,a81)1
(I +H'T H,8 GT8) (9)

N-=N; c. N;=(-a~-H,aani

(I +H'T H'8 GT8)

where we note that here and subsequently ( ) 'a

denotes partial differentiation with respect to ea,

G i is the contravariant reference basis, and G ii =

G": Gj is the contravariant metric. The results in
Eq. (9) hold for the general case of a variable
thickness shell, i. e., H= H (e a ) . In the event that
the reference configuration of the shell has a
uniform thickness 2H, Eq. (9) simplifies to the
obvious result N+=A3=-N-.

Attention is next focused on the constitutive
equations. Of interest in all stability analyses for
rate independent solids (hyperelastic, hypoelastic
or more generally elastic-plastic) is the rate form
of their constitutive equation, which most often is
given in the form of the fourth order incremental
moduli tensor £,Ukl relating the convective rate of
the Kirchhoff stress i U to the strain rate tensor
Ds, in the current configuration (or equivalently
relating the rate of the Second Piola-Kirchhoff
stress SU to the rate of the Lagrange-Green strain
s; in the reference configuration), namely

tU=£,ijklDkl (SU=£,Ukl Ek l ) (10)

For most rate independent materials encounter
ed in the application the incremental moduli

(3)

(4)
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tensor has the following symmetries by

B(A) =min[2F[A, v]/llvI/2
] ; IIvl12

= lGijViVjdV (13)

It should be noted at this point that the first one

in Eq. (1I) is very important, for it insures the
existence of a bifurcation functional, say , qua

dratic in terms of the bifurcation eigenmode Vi'
which loses its positive definiteness for the first
time, as the load parameter increases away from

zero, at the onset of the first bifurcation instabil
ity. Following Hill (1957, 1958) and Hutchinson
(1974), the bifurcation functional is given by

F[ - I ( ijkl .
,1, vJ="2JvL ViljVk11dV,

L ijkl= ::lSjqIFrsFpqGriGPk + rliG lti (12)

where the covariant differentiation is with respect
to the reference metric and F ij is the deformation

gradient tensor. At the onset of the first bifurca

tion occurring for A=ACT> the first variation of F,
8F=O. The functional form of F in Eq. (12) is
valid for the case of dead surface and body loads.
For the case of configuration dependent loading,
i. e., contact of the shell with an obstacle, some
additional surface terms will be required for F as

it will be explained in the appropriate sections.
The minimum eigenvalue of F, say B, is defined

by

and for a given shell geometry B (A) >0 for ..1<
ACT while B (A) =0 for A= ACT the lowest critical
load for F. The eigenvalue B and the correspond
ing eigenfunction v for Eq. (13) are found from

the variational equation 8F=B8(l/vI/2/2).
For reasons of consistency, throughout the rest

of this presentation tensor components are usually
considered with respect to the reference midsur
face basis Ai and are denoted by a bar (-)
surmounting the component in question. The

absence of a bar in a tensor component implies
the use of the three dimensional reference basis

o;
Hence from Eq. (12) the components of the

incremental moduli tensor L with respect to Ai
are related to their counterparts with respect to G,

8=83/E, -Z(8a)~8~Z(8a) (17)

with the obvious definition Z (e a ) = H (e a ) / E.
In the most common case of a shell with uniform
reference configuration thickness Z = const..

More generally, Z=O(I) while Z, a=O(EP), p
EN, depending on the non uniformities in the
reference configuration.

Vilj= (Jfh;a8
j - T/.'.; Vn) Mik (15)

where Mf is given by Eq. (6). It is interesting to
note that from Eq. (6) easily follows

Qff=(M!)-1, Q2=Qt=0, Ql=1 (16)

Next, attention is focused on the proper selec
tion for the scales involved in this problem.

Unlike the analysis of Destuynder (1980) for the
derivation of the linear elastic shell approxima
tions, only one small parameter is required in this

problem. In the asymptotic analysis considered,
the small quantity is identified· with E=max H
(8a)' The shell's reference middle surface is con
sidered fixed during the limiting process of E
tending to zero. Thus E is the only small parame
ter pertinent to this problem and the correspond
ing rescaled variable is defined by

3. Asymptotic Bifurcation Problem
Formulation for Shells in Contact

with Rigid Surfaces

Lijkl=rpqrsQ~Q~Q:Q~; Qj= (MJ)-I (14)

while the corresponding relation for the compo

nents of the bifurcation velocity gradient tensor

v"il are

An application of the general asymptotic shell

stability theory, which is of great importance to
sheet metal forming process, is the case of a shell
in contact with a rigid surface. In cold forming

processes of metalic sheets a rigid punch advances
against a thin (relatively to the punch characteris
tic dimensions) sheet, held in place between a
blank-holder and a die. Due to the peculiarities

of the punch and die geometry, longitudinal com
pressive stresses do develop in parts of the sheet.
If the compressive stresses in the unsupported part

(11)::lijltl=::lklij=::l jiltI=::l ijlk
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the contact term in the bifurcation functional is
found to be (assuming that the punch surface is
not flat)

with DijV;ilj=H(d)[v,v+(~;: ·v)

(.2.JL ) (/) -IJasp • V aP

- - s 1.JL.2.JL lit..
(/)ap= (p - p ) • aSaaSp - aSa • asp

where obviously sa in the above expressions
depend on p-.

(with H(d) = I for d z O, H(d) =0 for d-c O). It is
understood that the penetration distance d is

signed with d <0 for points outside the punch's
surface, d=O for points on the surface and d>O
for points penetrating the punch.

Hence, in the case of the presence of a punch,

the bifurcation functional is augmented by the
second Frechet derivative of Eq. (18), an assump
tion justified by the fact that the bifurcation func

tional is the second Frechet derivative of the
structure's potential energy (assuming of course

that such an energy can be constructed) . It should

also be noted at this point that the contribution of
friction into the stability functional has been
ignored. Since in most of the applications consid
ered, the bifurcation mode amplitude is expected

to be maximized in the unsupported parts of the
sheet and to be negligible in the contact areas,
such an assumption seems well justified. Note that

friction neglection concerns only the buckling
mode and not the prebifurcation solution which
can (and usually does) strongly depend on fric
tion between punch and sheet (aden et al., 1983 ;
Kwak, 1990).

Denoting by sa the curvilinear coordinates in
the parametrization of the rigid surface, p-=p

(Ba, - EZ) is the position vector of a point in

the sheet's lower surface (only the lower surface
of the sheet is supposed to be in contact with the
punch for the sake of simplicity) and pS is the
position vector of the foot of the normal from p

to the punch surface, and noting that

(19)

(20)

of the sheet become adequately high, surface
waviness type instabilities will occur in that part

of the shell which in the literature carry the name
of wrinkling or puckering and see Devons (1941)

for more details.

As explained in the introduction, the classical
modelling of this phenomenon available up to
date, requires a finite strain nonlinear shell model

for the sheet with the associated disadvantages of
inconsistency for such a choice, in addition, and

equally important from a practical standpoint, the
reliable and easily available membrane theory

models of the sheet punching process are useless
to the classical approach.

In this section it will be shown that the onset of

a surface waviness instability can be found from
the loss of positive definiteness of the shell's
stability functional which can be computed to any

degree of accuracy (in terms of the shell's thick
ness) required. For the application of practical
interest in sheet forming an a (E4) accuracy in the
functional is adequate. Moreover the corespond

ing calculations require only the knowledge of the
membrane prebuckling solution.

Given that in the majority of sheet metal form

ing applications, an analytical solution is impos
sible, a full Lagrangian approach for the problem
will be adopted in view of its suitability to numer

ical calculations (since all field quantities are
referred to the known initial configuration).

The starting point for the analysis is again the
variational statement of the fact that 8 (tl, E) is
the minimum eigenvalue for the bifurcation func

tional Eq. (13), properly modified in order to
take into account the contact between the sheet

and the punch. More specifically, assuming that
due to the contact, the system's potential energy is

augmented by

Contact Energy: -}1vk' d 2H (d) ds (18)

where d (tl, 8') is the distance between a point on
the surface of the shell with coordinates 8 i and

the surface of the punch, k' is the foundation
stiffness for the punch (an adequately large value
of k' will ensure a very small value of d, so that
the penetration distance of the shell on the punch

is negligible) and H(d) is the Heaviside function
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(26)

(25)

(27)

The 00) term in Eq. (21) gives
2 1

0(1) : r{l
Z[[[i3k3

aV; +(l}3k3M) 1a~JA -t a~ sz
1 0

+[i3kP ( ~~; - n h-s) +(D3k1Q§M) 1( ~~;
1 0

_ '7's ~) Ja8Vi +[LQ..iak3aih +LQ..iakP( ath
lkp Vs as as aop

s ~ ] OV, r _ 0 ij l!.. _] ~-TkP Vs) (aoa-TiaOVr)-BA u, 8Vi d.::,

[
Q.. .. 0 ] }+k DIJ Uj 8Ui _ dA=O

s»-z

respectively from which one deduces Eq. (24)
and Eq. (26)

o

o(E-2
) : r{l

Z[i ijkl aU; a8gkJdS}dA =0 (23)JA -z a~ a~oa- 0 0
a~k =0 ..... Vk= vk(A, ea) (24)

1 0

0(E-1) : r{lZ[ti3k3 ai!..k +'ti3kP(aVk
JA -z a.::, aop

_'T'S '!..)Ja8vI d';;'}dA-O
.1kP Vs as '-tI -

1

LQ..i3j3 aVk +LQ..'3jp( aVk - tt. ~) =0
as aep kP Vs

Once again the simplifying assumptions of the
slow variation of Z with respect to ea and of the
3 independence of t will be used in the subse
quent analysis. The Euler equation of Eq. (27)

and the corresponding boundary condition are
found to be

o
a [ 'l+ a [pQ..,akP( avk TS l!..)]as a aoa aop - kP Vs

Q... . Q...
+ (pJakPn+ P'akPTlr)

( a~ 0) 0 0
a~: -Ttp vs +BAii Vj=O; SEC -Z, Z]

Q.. 0

ai=O at S=Z. ai=k Di, Vj at S=-Z (28)
2 1 1

Q.. a- L a- Q.. (a- 1 )
a'=L'3k3 a~k +L,3k3 aVS +L'3kP a~: - TIP vs

o

+W3k4OO I( ~~: -T{P ; s),
f5iikl=.Drk8Q?Q~_ Drt>3 Q?(Lm3P3) -I[m3k1 Q~

=.Piikl+piiklE+]5iikIE2+".

with the usual notation of P for the plane stress
incremental moduli and definitions same as in
Eq. (22). Integration of Eq. (28) in the interval
[ - Z, Z], or equivalently consideration of Eq.
(27) for aD independent of 3 results in

i_(Z-3 \.k DQ...ij ~a - -Z--)2 u,

Assuming, for reason of consistency that will
become apparent subsequently, that k'=Ek and
rescaling the shell thickness coordinate e3= E3 ,
the minimal value for the bifurcation functional is
found from the following variational statement.

where M=detMl=detMI and A denotes the
domain of definition for the midsurface coordi
nate ea. The calculation of the thickness expan
sions for the minimum eigenvalue and the corre
sponding mode proceed by grouping all the terms
of Eq. (21) of the like order in E. For this we
need the following power series expansions of the
minimum eigenvalue B, the bifurcation mode fj,

the critical load ACT and other variables in terms
of E.

o 1 2

B(tl, E)=B+BE+B£2+·"o I
Vi (tl;e j,

z) =Vi ~A;ea, S) + Vi (A;oa, S) E
+ v,(,1;oa, S)E2+ ...

,1cr(E) =tlo+,11E+,1£2+
oo.

[Pi (,1; Oi, E) =t-- (,.l;r. S) +tijkl (,.l;e. S) E

+t ijkl(,1; e: S) E2+".
o 1 0 1

Mj(Ok, E)=Mj+MjE(Mj=8j;Mff
I 1

=-SBg, MJ=Mf=O) (22)
o 1 2 0

Q!(O\ E) =O!+QiE+Q!E2+oo.(Qb8!)
J IfJ 1 J 2 J 0 (J

M(Ok E) =M+ME+ME2(M=1. M=-SBg,, 2

-M=S2det(Bff»
15ij=JJij+15iiE+lJiiE2+

00'

o 1 2
where B, B, B, etc. are defined as the lowest
order term, the first order term, the second order
term, etc., respectively in power series expansion

o
of B in terms of E, i. e., B=limB (E), and in the

£-0

same manner other variables are defined.
The first two terms in the expansion of Eq.

(21), i. e., the 0(E- 2) and 0(E- 1
) terms will be

the following equations Eq. (23) and Eq. (25)
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o

1{2Z[ piakP( ~~; - tt, iJs)( a::/
-Ti~OVT)-BAi.i iJj OVi]

+k JJi.i iJj so+iA=o( at: i =0) (29)

o
The calculation of B from Eq. (29) is a matter

o
of a straightforward substitution of ov= v in Eq.o .
(29) and hence B is found to be

o 0

B=l{piakP( ailk _ T/ ~ )( ail; _ r: ~ )
A 7 kP u, aea ,a Vr

+ 2~ 'ip Uj Ui}dA1l{Ai.i Uj Ui}dA (30)

The next term in the thickness expansion of Eq.

(21) yields
3 2

0(£): 1{l
Z[[J}3k3

au.: +CD3k3M) 1 au.:
A -s a.::. a.::.

2

+ (j}3k3M)2 ~~k +t i3kP( ~~; - Ttp ~s)
I 0

+ (j}3k8Q~M) l( ~~; - Ttp2~s)+ (j}3k8Q~M)2(~~;

_ nUs)yg;i +[tiak3~~k+(j}rk3 QfM):~~k

+t iakP( ~~; _ Ttp ~s)+ (j}rk8QfQ~M) l( ~~;
- nus)]( at;; - TfaOVr) -Ai.i[B~j

+(BM) 1Uj ]OVi]dS+k[['15i.iUj

+ (i5i.iM) 1 Uj]OVil=_z}dA=O (31)

The above equation for ov=ovur, S) provides
3

an equation for ~~k, while for OV = ov (()a) one

obtains the following variational equation for
I I<vk> (the thickness average of ok)

11{2Z[[ piakP (a~~:> - Ttp( ~s»
o

L :J- 0
+<piakP) ( a~; -Ttp Vs)

k Q... Q.. Q... 0 ] sst:+T L'ak3(V3k3) - 1 D/j Vj (°:Jea' - tt: OVr)

-[BAi.i<~)+BAii Uj]ovi]+k['15ii«~)
o

Q.. Q..:J- 0

+Z (V3i3) -1 V 3kP (a~; -Ttp ns))

+(D- iiM)1 ~]i'-}dA 0 (aOVi 0) (32)z=-z Vj OVi = as =
1

The term B in the expansion of the minimum

eigenvalue of the bifurcation functional is
. • 0

obtained from Eq. (32) by taking ov= v and by
recalling Eq. (29). Hence

1_1{Lia (aUk S~)(aUi r~)B- A (P kP) 7- TkP 11 s aea - T;a vT
o

+fliak3(tI3k3) -IDUUj( ~~; - t: Ur)

+2~ (DiiM)z=-zUiUj}dA1l{AiiUiUj}dA (33)

The above results will be employed in the
calculation of the minimum value of the bifurca
tion functional F within an error of 0 (E4

) for a
given value of the load parameter tl, a result
which as will be discussed later is extremely
valuable in numerical solutions to sheet metal
forming surface instability problems. Indeed, one

has

F=.Kl{l
Z[j}3k3(J...

a~ )(J... a~k )2 A -z E a~ E a~

+ (L-irk3Qa'I (J... aVk)( aVi _ t: - )
rt E as a()a ,aVT

+ (j}3k8Q~ ( ~~; - Ttp Vs)( ~ ~~)

+ (j}rksQfQ~ ( ~~; - Ttp vs)(~~;

- Tfa VT) ]MdS+kWiiVi VjMh=-z}dA (34)

Substitution of the asymptotic expansions in Eq.
(22), Eq. (23), Eq. (25) and Eq. (29) into Eq.
(34) and keeping all the terms up to 0 (E3

)

(inclusive), noting the mode orthogonality, yields
the following expression for the bifurcation func
tional F (within an 0 (E4

) error)

F= f1{1:[ (PiakP+EPiakP
o 1

+E2}5iakP) ( a(vktef ilk)
o I

_y,S(~ +E~))a(Vi+E Vi)kP u, u, aea
o 1 0 I 2]

- Tfa( VT+ EVT)) • (M+EM+E2M) dS

[

Q.. L L 0 I 0 I
+k (Di.i +EDi.i +E2DiJ) (vj+Evj) (vi+Ev;)

o I 2

(M+EM+E2M) h=-z

l Z[ fl2 Z_::<)2Q.. Q.. Q.. 0 0
+E2< -z -<n.-T- Dim (U3m3)-IDlli VjVi

I

+k( ZZS )'15i.i(tm3j3) -1[t m3kP( ~~; - n iJs)
o

+(U~m3ks()f)1r 3q3(tP3Q3) -It p3kP)( ~~;
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- Tt, ~s)] ~i]dS>}dA (35)

where ~ i= - 5 (1.;m3i3) -11.;m3kfJ( ~~; - TtfJ ~s)
1+< Vi>

Although Eq. (35) is the exact (up to 0 (P»
value for the minimum of the bifurcation func
tional, a slightly simplified version has been
employed in applications (Triantafyllidis, 1980 ;

Triantafyllidis and Needleman, 1980). This sim
plification is based on the observation that for
adequately high values of k, the P correction
under the angular bracket in Eq. (35) is negli
gible. Indeed, from Eq. (29), O(kDv) =O(Lav/
am =0 (L), where the second equation fixes the
magnitude of the eigenmode. In the areas of
contact between the sheet and the punch the large
values of (kD/L) provide locally a eigenmode v
close to zero 0 (L/kD) and thus any correction to
the vanishing eigenmode at this point is negligible
(recall that elsewhere v =0 (I).

An additional convenient approximation (jus
tified by the fact <piakfJ>::;:O in applications - see

also Eq. (32» is omission of <Vk> and hence, a
simplified version of the bifurcation functional
Eq. (35) can be given, namely,

F= i1{1:[piakfJ(11 ; e. E) (~%:

-rs Vi)(~~:-n Vs)M(8i)]d83

+klJii(A; 8i
, E) Vi Vi}dA (36)

o _
with v;{A;B i, E) = vi-B3([i3i3(A;8i, E» -lU3kfJ(A;

o
i avk s ~8, E) (7- TkfJ vs)

Hence, in sheet metal forming applications, the
following procedure is used for the determination
of the critical load corresponding to the onset of
a surface instability.

After computing from the membrane stresses,
for a given externally applied load A (usually A
is the rigid punch advance), one can construct the
plane stress incremental moduli (see Eq. (10) and
Eq. (12» and hence investigate the positive
definiteness of F in Eq. (35) or Eq. (36). The
first time that loses its positive definiteness, as A
increases indicates the onset of an instability.

The aforeproposed methodology for the calcu-

lation of the onset of a surface waviness instabil
ity in a shell has the obvious advantage over the
classical approach of not requiring a nonlinear
shell theory while using only the membrane stress
state in the sheet, a result which can be routinely
(and uniquely for a given sheet geometry and
material) calculated using existing sheet metal
forming codes.

4. Conclusions

In the present work a consistent and general
approach for the analysis of the onset of buckling
instabilities in shell like structures of arbitrary
geometry and material properties is proposed. In
place of the classical approach of linearizing the
governing nonlinear shell equations about the
critical load, in the present method the full three
dimensional linearized bifurcation equations for
the solid are asymptotically expanded with
respect to a small parameter.

The natural selection for the small parameter is
the maximum (or minimum) reference configura
tion shell thickness. In the limiting process con
sidered, the reference middle surface remains fixed
as the shell's thickness tends to zero, thus making
the limiting process depending only on one small
parameter (unlike the work on linearly elastic
shells by Destuynder( 1980) where two small
parameters were needed). The method results in
the solution of a sequence of two dimensional
boundary value problems whose domain is the
reference middle surface of the shell.

The theory is valid for shells with arbitrary
geometry and contact loading with a rigid punch,
with the case being particularly useful to metal
forming applications. The constitutive law for the
shell can be any rate independent model, thus
including in the analysis all hyperelastic,
hypoelastic or elastoplastic materials.

As explained in the introduction, the proposed
methodology presents some theoretical as well as
some practical advantages over the classical
method. The theoretical advantages are the non
dependence (for a given structure) of the critical
load and mode on the nonlinear shell theory
employed and the possibility in obtaining higher
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order terms if necessary for the thickness depen
dence of these quantities. The practical advan
tages are especially useful in the case of modelling
the onset of surface waviness instabilities in sheet
metal forming. The first advantage is the absence
of necessity for a nonlinear shell theory in model
ling this process, which in addition of being
costlier than a membrane model presents the still
unsolved problem of its proper selection. The
second advantage is that only the plane stress
moduli and the membrane stresses are required in
the determination (with the minimum necessary
accuracy) of the onset of a buckling instability,
quantities which are already available from exist
ing membrane codes modelling sheet forming
processes.

Of course, since the issue of shell buckling is a
fairly old and difficult one, the present approach
due to its novelty leaves a number of questions
still open. The questions that have to be answered
next are more technical and complex. One con
cerns the method's accuracy. Some interesting
preliminary investigations in this direction were
presented by Triantafyllidis and Kwon (1987) for
a pressurized infinite cylinder with very encourag
ing results. Due to the highly nonlinear nature of
the problem some more work in this direction is
necessary. On the experimental side some cup
puckering tests were conducted (Donoghue et aI.,
1989) and compared with the analysis presented
in section 3. The test results were in remarkably
good agreement with the theoretical predictions
for this type of experiments. Another concern is
about boundary layer phenomena which are typi
cal to multiple scales asymptotic expansions
methods (Bensoussan et al., 1978).
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